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Abstract: Lecturer performance analysis has enormous influence on the
educational life of lecturers in universities. The existing system in
universities in Kurdistan-Iraq is conducted conventionally, what is more,
the evaluation process of performance analysis of lecturers is assessed by
the managers at various branches at the university andin view of that, in
some cases the outcomes of this process cause a low level of endorsement
among staffs who believe that most of these cases are opinionated. This
paper suggests a smart and an activesystem in which both unique and
multiple soft computing classifier techniques are used to examine
performance analysis of lecturers of college of engineering at Salahaddin
University-Erbil (SUE). The dataset collected from the quality
assurancedepartment at SUE. The dataset composes of three sub-datasets
namely: Student Feedback (FB), Continuous Academic Development
(CAD) and lecturer’s portfolio (PRF). Each of the mentioned subdatasets is classified with a different classifier technique. FB uses BackPropagation Neural Network (BPNN), CAD uses Naïve Bayes Classifier
(NBC) and the third sub-dataset uses Support Vector Machine (SVM) as
a classifier technique. After implementing the system, the results of the
above sub-datasets are collected and then fed as input data to BPNN
technique to obtain the final result and accordingly, the lectures are
awarded, warned or punished.
Keywords: Lecturer Performance, Soft Computing, Multiple Classifiers

Introduction
The development of lecturer performance analysis
has excessive impact on universities, as it monitors the
scholastic value through inspiring the awareness of
researchers and academics and encouraging the value of
education and training at universities. The assessment
process of academics’ level along with their teaching
performance is considered to be a relatively restricted
process inside an institution which conducts the assessment
on its academics and researchers primarily to bolster and
reassure that the main learning and teaching objectives of
the institution are realized (Chaudhari et al., 2012).
The Quality Assurance Division (QAD) at the higher
education and scientific research ministry in Kurdistan
has the obligation to consider and certify teaching and
research qualities of universities. The evaluation
processcan be performed through holding a yearly basis
competition of national ranking on academic and
research activities and achievements of universities.
Thus, there is an urgent need to redevelop the current
system as it has major flaws and most notably, the
evaluating process is operated by hand which is very

prone to make mistakes and also it lacks to include
intelligent and learning elements that can add generalization
ability to the system during decision making process.
The two main contributions of this research work are
as follows:
•
•

To design, test and produce a consistent and useful
system for evaluating academics’ performance using
an active and smart soft computing classifier technique
To demonstrate that using a system that has
multiple soft computing classifiers yields more
reliable outcomes and precise accuracy than a
system that doesn’t have

In this research work, three significant measures
(criteria) are used to assess the activities and
performance of academics. Details of each key measure
are included later in the paper. Also, unique and multiple
classifiers to classify the performanceof lecturer are
considered. The classifiers are BPNN, NBC and SVM.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2,
study background is presented, next, a brief background
on each used technique is introduced, then, in section 4,
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Smooth Support Vector Machine as a data mining
technique was presented for learner academic
performance. Smooth Support Vector Machine is
implemented for forecasting learner performance,
whereas, kernel k-means approach is implemented for
clustering similar features for a learner within a same
cluster. The clustering approach is implemented over the
data set. They used C4.5 decision tree approach to
discover the logical rules of final grade of a learner. They
selected Radial Basis Function to act as kernel function.
They stated that Radial Basic Function can have few
parameters and yield better results (Zarlis et al., 2011).
In the next section, the used soft computing
techniques are introduced and described in details.

the proposed technique and dataset are described, then
after, in section 5, the results are demonstrated, then
followed by section 6, which presents histogram and
evaluation of results and finally, the main conclusions
and future work points are outlined.

Study Background
It has been noticed from the collected research works
in this study that few related research works were
formerly piloted by means of subsystems methods to
decide about the performance of lecturers at universities.
Also the idea of using an intelligent system for assessing
academics and their performance has not been realized in
Kurdistan. Thus, it is crucial to use a system that has
different subsets systems in this regard. Accordingly, the
core of this work in this study attempts to normalize and
use an appropriate system in order to solve the academic
performance problem.
In the last several years, the applications of
performance examination have attracted various
researchers from different profession fields such as the
application of learner performance (Amin and Khan,
2009; Abidin et al., 2008; Zarlis et al., 2011;
Karamouzis and Vrettos, 2008; Do and Chen, 2013).
This is reasonably similar to the application of academic
performance (Chaudhari et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2011).
Fuzzy Expert System model has been proposed in
(Chaudhari et al., 2012), to assess academic
performance. The fields of the data sets covered
feedback of learners, outcomes, attendance of learners,
activities of teaching and learning process, development
of academic teaching and activities. The data inputs are
formed via fuzzification process into linguistic variables
such as poor, average, good, very good and excellent.
The crisp sets are transformed into the fuzzy set via
using Trapezoidal function (type of membership
function). Input and output membership functions are
determined via fuzzy rules in which inference process is
taken place (Chaudhari et al., 2012).
In addition, fuzzy logic technique is suggested as an
expert system for assessing academic performance in
(Khan et al., 2011). They utilized 99 propertieswhich
were taken from a research work in (Amin and Khan,
2009). It was found that these properties greatly
influenced
academic
performance.
Membership
functions and fuzzy sets are used via ‘If else expert
system approach’ for mapping linguistic variables of
academic performance and to make decisions.
Abidin et al. (2008), neural networks and Bayesian
probabilities are proposed as a hybrid method for
categorizing learner academic performance (Abidin et al.,
2008). They implemented conventional neural network
and a hybrid approach which involves Bayesian
probability to initialize weights with back propagation
feed forward neural network. They concluded that back
propagation feed forward neural networks outperformed
conventional neural networks.

Used Techniques
This paper uses both unique and multiple classifier
techniques. The used techniques are BPNN, NBC and
SVM classifiers. These techniques are described briefly
in the following sub sections.

Backpropagation Neural Network
BPNN is designed to overcome the inability of single
layer perceptron. The structure of BPNN is the same as a
human brain where there are interconnections. The
structure of the network is consisted of three layers
namely; input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The
neurons in one layer are linked to neurons in the
subsequent layer via connected weights. Each neuron has
two jobs before it sends its output to other layer neuron.
First, it is the multiplicative summation of the inputs and
weights, then second, applying an activation function to
the result (Ahmed, 2013). The network has training
sessions where it trains itself then test samples are
applied to it for checking the recognition accuracy.

Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes models are also called simple Bayes or
independence Bayes. In machine learning, naïve Bayes
classifiers are a family of straightforward probabilistic
classifiers focused on applying Bayes’ theorem on
features independently. Naïve Bayes is regarded as the
modest brand of Bayesian network in which all
properties
can
beself-regulating
and
are
straightforwardlyassociatedwith labels. This is known as
conditional independence (Hand and Yu, 2001; Zhang,
2004; Rish, 2001).
Assuming the classification variable is signified by
C, given that the C value is denoted by c and supposing
we have only two labels, namely; the positive label (+)
and the negative label(-). Let’s also assume that attribute
values (x1, x2,…xn) can be denoted by an example E,
where, xi represents the attribute value of Xi.
Based on the rule of Bayes, the probability of E = (x1,
x2,…,xn) included in labelc can be expressed via (1)
(Hand and Yu, 2001; Zhang, 2004; Rish, 2001):
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p( E c) p(c)

p (c E ) =

(Valstar and Pantic, 2005). The most widely used
kernel functions are (Hsu et al., 2010):

(1)

p( E )

•

Note that p(Ec) is the probability of a selected
exampleE included in a label c, p(Ec) is probability of
generating a selected instance included in E, given the
label c, p(c) is probability of occurrence of the label c
and p(E) is probability of a selected example included in
E. note that the example E is categorized as C which is a
positive label (+) (Hand and Yu, 2001; Zhang, 2004;
Rish, 2001):
fb( E ) =

p (C = + E )
p (C = − E )

K ( xi , x j ) = X iT X j

•

(2)

p ( E c) = p ( x1 , x2 ,,..., xn c ) = ∏ i =1 p ( xi c)

•

p (C = + ) n p( xi C = +)
∏
p(C = −) i =1 p ( xi C = −)

(6)

Polynomial:

(

(3)

(7)

Radial Basis Function:

K ( xi , x j ) = exp −γ X i − X j

2

) ,γ > 0

(8)

In this study, polynomial is used as a kernel function.
The above mentioned techniques are used in this study
for sub-datasets separately as it is presented in the next
section. Papers (Hsu et al., 2010; Chang and Chih, 2013;
Rashid and Hamid, 2014) are recommended for reading
the SVM technique.

The resulting classifier equation can be expressed as
follows (Hand and Yu, 2001; Zhang, 2004; Rish, 2001):
fnb( E ) =

Sigmoid:

K ( xi , x j ) = (γ X iT X j + r )d , γ > 0

fb (E) represents a Bayesian classifier. Suppose that
all properties are self-determiningand assuming the class
variable value can be expressed by:
n

(5)

K ( xi , x j ) = tanh(γ X iT X j + r )

•
≥1

Linear:

(4)

Proposed Technique

The function fnb (E) in Equation (4) represents a
naïve Bayesian classifier. In order to get details about
NBC, paper articles (Hand and Yu, 2001; Zhang, 2004;
Rish, 2001) are recommended for reading.

The QAD in the college of engineering at SUE
provided data as spreadsheets and hard copies. Manual
transfer preprocesses are done to be suitable for the
system. The dataset composes of three sub-datasets as
mentioned earlier called FB, PRF and CAD.
Performances of lecturers are analyzed by the above
three ways. Feedbacks of students are taken into
consideration. Lecturer’s portfolios are also one way to
take the performance and quality of lecturers into
consideration. The portfolio is a bundle of questions that
a committee from each department in the college decides
about the lecturer, then the portfolio form is handed over
to the quality assurance of the college. CAD is the last
way to observe the performance and quality of the
lecturers in the college. It includes the participation of
lecturers in the conferences and workshops as well as
paper publications and holding seminars. Each subdataset is having its own features which are seen in the
Table 1-3. FB consisted of 620 samples, each of which
includes 12 features, while PRF and CAD are composed
of 313 samples with 11 features and 342 sampleswith 3
features respectively. The sub-dataset samples are
separated as 80% for training phase and 20% for testing
phase. Each sub dataset has its own function of class
labeling according to the policy of the quality assurance
department at SUE. The scores of sub-datasets are

Support Vector Machine
This is another type of machine learning technique
which was coined by Vapnik (1999). SVM uses a vector
as an input and predicts a class label for the presented
inputs. The SVM technique can be used to tackle various
tasks such regression, classification and recognition
(Boser et al., 1992). The average error between input and
their target vector is reduced, simply because the
classification via SVM depends on the concept of
Structural Risk Minimization (Huang et al., 2004).
In the SVM, hyperplanes are used for the input data
which may be a line in two dimensions space or a plane
in three dimensions space or a hyperplane in higher
dimensions to separate classes by finding the maximummargin of a hyperplane.
SVM can be implemented via three phases, the
intention of the first phase is to maximize the margin of
thehyperplane. The second phase aims to plan the input
space to feature space that can be separated by a
straight line. The final phase attempts to use the ‘kernel
trick’ to get results in the first and the second phases
257
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collected and handed over to the college quality
assurance department through which they are handed
over to the university quality assurance department for
the final score of the performance and quality of the
lecturers. The class labeling functions of each subdataset is presented in the Table 4-6.
The final output and result depend on the results of the
above three sub-datasets. The university has its own
function to label the classes and depending on the labels
that refer to performance of lecturers who may be awarded,
warned, or punished so that to improve the quality and to
make the lecturers be more serious in the teaching
methodology and to make them be more satisfying. The
labeling function is more described in the Table 7.
The proposed system is called a partitioned system
since the dataset are not used all together, for each part
there is a sub dataset that uses a specific technique. The
system is best presented in Fig. 1.

FB sub dataset uses BPNN classifier and its samples
are divided between training set and testing set. The FB
sub-system is then can be tested via the testing data and
the results are stored to be used as one of those features
of results sub dataset to get the final result. The same
thing applied for the PRF sub dataset. It is partitioned
into training and testing sets, the PRF sub system is
using SVM technique as a classifier. The sub system is
trained and eventually testing samples used to produce
the result and then the result is stored to be used as a
second feature in the results sub dataset to get the final
result. The final sub dataset is CAD which uses NBC as
a classifier technique. Again it is partitioned to perform
both training and testing. Finally the results are then
stored to be used as one of those features in results sub
dataset to get the final output class label.

Fig. 1. Proposed system structure
Table 1. Shows student FB subdatasetproperties
Fields
FB-1
FB-2
FB-3
FB-4
FB-5
FB-6
FB-7
FB-8
FB-9
FB-10
FB-11
FB-12

Explanation
Do you think that the course purpose and objective are clear?
Do you think that the subject contents were suitable? Do you think that the contents were relevant to the goals of the courses?
Do you think that lecturer has tried to prepare the course book?
Do you think that the lecturer put effort to explain basics and advanced topics throughout the duration of the course?
Do you think that the lecturer started and finished classes on time?
Do you think that the lecturer acted gently and dutifully all the way through classes?
Do you think that the used slides were flawless and attractive?
Do you think that the lecturer set aside a percentage of time for learners to ask questions and tried to respond learners’ queries?
Do you think that the lecturer openly accepted the disparagement of learners?
Do you think that enough information was given about exams?
Do you think that the exam questions were related to the subject contents?
Do you think that the references were fresh and appropriate for the subject contents?
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Table 2. Shows PRF sub dataset properties
Fields
Scores Explanation
PRF-1
4
Do you think that the lecturer genuinely helped the educational process of the institution and
donated mandatory time to develop this process?
PRF-2
6
Do you think that the lecturer vigorously supported the department head and the office of dean and
accomplished works?Did he use the directions given to him by people above him and assigned task on time?
PRF-3
6
Do you think that the lecturer provided importance to quality and did he take steps to better educational
quality and did he partake in workshops and other activities?
PRF-4
3
Do you think that the lecturer prepared suitable course books for the classes that he teaches and did he
explained the course book’s aims and goals for the learners for the new academic year?
PRF-5
6
Do you think that the lecturer was active in performing exams and providing ideal answers to the questions
of the exam, errors and analysis?
PRF-6
3
Do you think that the lecturer validated the criticism and admitted the criticism from the other side? And
did he not make any distinction among learners?
PRF-7
2
Do you think that role of the lecturer in evolving scientific in the department and college is positive?
PRF-8
5
Do you think that the lecturer was a successful academic in his domain? Did he led by examples?
PRF-9
4
Do you think that the lecturer was vigorous in contributing to conferences in Kurdistan, Iraq and in a
foreign country and did he partake in workshops and others courses?
PRF-10
5
Do you think that the lecturer was vigorous in publication such as journal papers in Kurdistan, Iraq and
international journals? Did he published in the top ranked international journals?
PRF-11
6
Do you think that the lecturer partake to help charities and other external work related activities from which
the society can benefit?
Table 3. Shows CAD sub dataset properties
Fields
CAD-1
CAD-2
CAD-3

Explanation
Seminars partaking
Publications activities, Presenting seminars, committee membership activities
Summary of CAD-1 and CAD-2

Table 4. Shows student FB class labeling
Class Label
Code
A*
AA
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
Table 5. Shows PRF class labeling
Class Label
A
B
C
D
E
Table 6. Shows CAD class labeling
Class label
Code
A*
AA
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E

Scores
>4.5
>2.5
2-2.49
1.5-1.99
1-1.5

Explanation
Very good
Good
Medium
Fair
Late

Scores
4.5-5.0
4-4.4
3-4
2-2.9
1-1.9

Prof.
>80
60-79
45-59
20-44
6-19
0-5

Explanation
Excellent
Very good
Good
Medium
Late

Assist. Prof.
>70
50-69
35-49
20-34
6-19
0-5

Table 7. Shows the final results of decision labeling functions
CAD
FB
Portfolio
A*
A*
A
A* or A
A* or A
B
<=B
<=B
B or C
>=A
>=A
D
<=B
<=B
D
>=A
>=A
E
<=B
<=B
E

Class label
A
B
C
C
D
D
E
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Lec.
>55
35-54
24-34
15-23
6-14
0-5

Assist. Lec.
>45
25-44
18-24
12-17
6-11
0-5

Explanation
Excellent
Very good
Good
Medium
Fair
Late

Explanation
Thanks letter: From minister
Thanks letter: From the deanery office
Rights remain the same
Rights remain the same
Warning
Warning
Firm warning
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have different classifier parameter values. For both
models, the input features, output class, degree of
kernel type, kernel type, gamma, coefficient and cost
explicitly are shown. Table 12 shows the classifier
parameters of first model of PRF subsystem. After
applying the parameters on both phases of the first
model, the outcomes are shown in Table 13.
The second model for PRF subsystem has a different
kernel type with different values of cost and coefficient.
The classifier parameters are shown in Table 14. The
result of the second model of both phases are shown in
Table 15. Clearly, the second model is faster to get the
same result as in the first model.

The results of the sub systems will be collected and
will be fed as a test set to the results sub system. The
Results sub system uses BPNN as classifier technique.
The dataset already has training set to train the sub
system. After training, the collected results from the
above FB, PRF and CAD subsystems will be used as
test samples to get the final result.

Results
After applying the described techniques using both
phases of training and testing inall subsystems,
henceforward the outcomescan be shown in the
following tables. The input features, classifier
parameters, output class labels and output results in
both phases are shown in this section. Each subsystem
has two models differentiated by changes in the
classifier parameters. Each subsystem has total of 313
instances which is partitioned into 250 instances for
training phase (approximately 80% of total instances)
and 63 instances for testing phase (approximately 20%
of total instances). More details on subsystems’ results
provided below.

CAD Subsystem Results
The CAD subsystem uses CAD sub-dataset as
input. The classifier technique for this subsystem is
NBC. The system has only one model since there are
not different options of NBC classifier parameters. The
input features, output classand function parameters of
the subsystem are presented in Table 16.
After applying the above parameters for both
training and testing phases in this subsystem, the
outputs for both phases are shown in Table 17. The
CAD subsystem has the worst results as it is compared
with the other subsystems mentioned in this study. The
main reason behind this issue is due to input features
which are totally of 3 features and these features are
not capable enough to identify the classes.

FB Subsystem Results
In the previous section, it is mentioned that FB
subsystem uses BPNN as a classifier. Two different
models exist for this subsystem which they are
differentiated by classifier parameters. Table 8 shows
the classifier parameters of the first model which are
the input features, output class, hidden layer, learning
rate, momentum and epoch. After applying the
parameters on both phases in the first model, the
outcome results can be demonstrated in Table 9. The
tables of both models show results ofboth phases: Time
To Build Model (TTBM) and Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), percentage
of Correctly Classified Instances (CCI), percentage of
Incorrectly Classified Instances (ICI). It is worth
indicating that the first model uses one hidden layer
composed of 8 neurons.
Next, in the second model, parameter values of the
classifier will get changed to get better results. The
classifier parameters and the resultsafter applying the
parameters to the network are presented in Table 10
and 11 respectively.
It can be seen that the two models have the same
testing result but when they are compared in terms of
speediness, the second model which uses two hidden
layers with 12 and 8 neurons gives the same result in a
faster fashion.

Results Subsystem
The results of the sections A, B, C subsystems are
then collected and fed as inputs to the test phase of the
Result subsystem as it is shown in the structure of the
proposed system. The features RFB, RCAD and RPRF
are referred to FB subsystem result, CAD subsystem
result and PRF subsystem result respectively. The
Results subsystem uses the same classifier as FB
subsystem which is BPNN. This subsystem uses two
different models with different classifier parameters to
obtain and choose the best and most accurate
parameters. Table 18 shows only one hidden layer with
10 neurons. The result of both phases for the first
model are presented in Table 19. The TTBM, CCI, ICI,
MAE and RMSE values are presented in results table
for both training and testing phases.
The second model of Results subsystem uses
different classifier parameters which are presented
in Table 20. The second model uses two hidden
layers with 8 neurons for each layer and different
classifier parameters from the first model. The result
of the second model of Results subsystem is
presented in Table 21.

PRF Subsystem Results
The PRF subsystem uses SVM as classifier
technique. The PRF subsystem has two models which
260
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Table 8. First model FB subsystem-BPNN classifier parameters
Input features
Output (Class)
Hidden
FB1-FB12
AA, A, B, C, D
8
Table 9. First model FB subsystem
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
Training
3.49
Testing
3.89

Learning rate
0.5

CCI (%)
99.20
92.06

ICI (%)
0.8000
7.9365

Table 10. Second model FB subsystem-BPNN classifier parameters
Input Features
Output (Class)
Hidden
FB1-FB12
AA, A, B, C, D
12,8
Table 11. Second model Fb subsystem
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
Training
2.4
Testing
2.36

Learning rate
0.6

CCI (%)
95.20
92.06

ICI (%)
4.8000
7.9365

CCI (%)
97.60
98.41

MAE
0.0049
0.0360

RMSE
0.0556
0.1671

Momentum
0.3

Epoch
500

Cost
0

ICI (%)
2.4000
1.5873

Table 14. Second model PRF subsystem-SVM classifier parameters
Input features
Output (Class)
Kernel Type
Degree
PRF1-PRF11
A, B, C, D, E
Polynomial
3

Coef0
0

MAE
0.0487
0.0626

Cost
1

Table 15. Second model PRF subsystem-results of training and testing phase
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
CCI (%)
ICI (%)
Training
2.16
97.60
2.4000
Testing
1.97
98.41
1.5873
Table 16. CAD Naïve Bayes classifier parameters
Input features
CAD1, CAD2, CAD3

Epoch
1500

MAE
0.0334
0.0471

Table 12. First modal PRF subsystem-SVM classifier parameters
Input Features
Output (Class)
Kernel type
Degree
PRF1-PRF11
A, B, C, D, E
Linear
3
Table 13. First model PRF subsystem
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
Training
2.61
Testing
2.02

Momentum
0.8

Table 18. First model results subsystem-BPNN classifier parameters
Input features
Output Class
Hidden
RPRF-RCAD-RFB
A, B, C, D, E
10

ICI (%)
27.2000
25.3968

Coef0
5

MAE
0.0485
0.0605

Gamma
0

RMSE
0.1105
0.1263

Function
Naive Bayes

MAE
0.1027
0.0885

RMSE
0.2513
0.2288

Momentum
0.8

Epoch
500

Table 19. First model results subsystem-results of training and testing phase
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
CCI (%)
ICI (%)
Training
1.63
100.00
0.000
Testing
1.55
98.41
1.5873

MAE
0.0022
0.0086

RMSE
0.0034
0.0792

Table 20. Second model results subsystem-BPNN classifier parameters
Input features
Output (Class)
Hidden
RPRF-RCAD-RFB
A, B, C, D, E
8,8

Momentum
0.8

Epoch
1000
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Learning rate
0.5

Gamma
0

RMSE
0.1104
0.1299

Output (Class)
AA, A, B, C, D, E

Table 17. Results of training and testing phase of CAD subsystem
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
CCI (%)
Training
0
72.80
Testing
0
74.60

RMSE
0.134
0.169

Learning Rate
0.4
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Table 21. Second model results subsystem-results of training and testing phase
Phase
TTBM (Sec)
CCI (%)
ICI (%)
Training
3.54
100
0
Testing
3.50
100
0
Table 22. Percentage of classification accuracy using multiple classifiers
Feedback (BPNN)
Portfolio (SVM)
----------------------------------------------------Model
Training
Testing
Training
Testing
First Model
99.20
92.06
97.60
98.41
Second Model
95.20
92.06
97.60
98.41

MAE
0.0021
0.0042

CAD (NBC)
--------------------------Training
Testing
72.80
74.60
NULL
NULL

Table 23. Percentage of classification accuracy using unified classifiers
BPNN
SVM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Model
Training
Testing
Training
Testing
Feedback
95.20
92.06
88.80
85.71
Portfolio
98.00
96.83
97.60
98.41
CAD
68.80
73.01
73.21
73.01
Results
100.00
100.00
100.00
98.41

RMSE
0.0038
0.0302

Results (BPNN)
---------------------------Training
Testing
100
98.41
100
100.00

NBC
-------------------------------Training
Testing
89.60
82.54
88.40
77.78
72.80
74.60
96.00
95.24

Histogram and Evaluation of Results
In this section, figures show the experimental results
of the subsystems. The classification accuracy of each
subsystem for both phases is presented. Figure 2, shows
training classification accuracy of models of subsystems.
Figure 3, shows testing classification accuracy of
models of subsystems.
Finally, it is time to evaluate the results. It is noted
that adding an extra hidden layer for subsystems that use
BPNNas shown in Table 22, increases accuracy of
testing phase results. The main reason behind having
better accuracy in the second models of subsystems in
which BPNN is used, is due to the weights which make
the system get more generalized. The performance of
BPNN in FB and Results subsystem are satisfying,
whilst the performance of NBC in CAD subsystem is
notable. The bad performance of NBC in CAD is related
to the few input featuresand they are not clearly
dependent on the class. Eventually, if all the best cases
of the subsystems are used, the accumulated error until
the final result achieved is 34.9206% (FB error 7.9365+
PRF error 1.5873+ CAD error 25.3968).
Table 23, shows the summarized results of various
experiments using unique classifiers of NBC, BPNN and
SVM, each of whichwith all different subsets of data
(feedback, portfolio, cad and the Results).
It is clearly seen in the above table that BPNN
produced the best results with feedback data, whereas the
SVM and BPNN producepromising results with
portfolio, however, NBC produced the best results with
CAD. Comparing the results of Table 23 with Table 22,
it can be noted that using the multiple classifiers
approach is more reliable and it produces better results
than using the unique classifiers approach.

Fig. 2. Classification accuracy of training phase

Fig. 3. Classification accuracy of testing
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Conclusion and Recommendation
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